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Pond Aerators, Fountains, & De-Icers
• Canadian-made Floating Fountains, Floating Aerators, and De-Icers
• A Wide Range of Models to Choose From to Suit Your Needs
• All models carry the Arbrux 2-Year Warranty

Arbrux floating aerators
are the perfect addition
to any body of water to
improve water quality.
All models are available
in 1/2, 1, 2 & 3 HP.
Pond aeration adds oxygen to pond water,
reducing algae, discouraging water breeding
insects such as mosquitoes, and eliminating
odour problems usually associated with stagnant
water. Arbrux aerators offer an economical and
efficient means of keeping any pond crystal clear
and healthy.
PART

DESCRIPTION

ARB302060130

½ HP 120V Bellflower Aerator 500GPM c/w 30m cable

PRICE (K)

CALL

Arbrux De-Icers have
been proven reliable in
harsh Canadian winters.
They are inexpensive
insurance to help prevent winter ice damage.
The De-Icer’s high speed propeller brings the
warmer, deep water to the surface creating
open water. Typically a 1/2 HP Arbrux Limited
De-Icer will clear 8 feet in diameter for every
foot of propeller depth. In most cases an
Arbrux De-Icer placed at a 5 foot depth will
keep a 40 foot circle of water ice-free during
extremely cold temperatures.

Whether it is a small
pond or a large lake, a
beautiful water feature
can be installed with
exceptional ease. Each
Arbrux fountain has a
choice of 6 different spray patterns.
The Arbrux line of floating fountains includes 1/2,
1, 2, 3, 5, 7.5 & 10 HP models. These fountains
provide a beautiful aesthetic display while
aerating the water naturally.
PART

DESCRIPTION

ARB301060130

½ HP 120V Tulip Fountain
70 GPM c/w 30m cable

PRICE (K)

CALL

PART

DESCRIPTION

ARB304060115

½ HP 120V De-Icer 500 GPM
c/w 15m cable

PRICE (K)

CALL

The Vertex Bottom Aeration Advantage

Designed to be both efficient and cost effective, Vertex aeration systems can aerate up to an 18 acre lake
with as little as 2/3hp! Very low monthly operation costs, low maintenance (self-cleaning diffusers), and no
potentially dangerous electricity in the water.
Vertex bottom aeration systems create a vertical current using the rising force of millions of small bubbles to
entrain the water column, “turning the lake over” and allowing oxygen to be absorbed at the lake’s surface.
By moving the lower-oxygen water up from the bottom and eliminating thermal stratification, oxygen levels
throughout the water column are increased.
The Vertex aeration system consists of a small shore mounted air compressor (1/3hp - 1hp), feeding a
configuration of self-cleaning flexible membrane diffusers. Positioned on the lake’s bottom, each diffuser
station produces millions of small 500 - 1000 micron sized bubbles, creating a slow moving current that
entrains the entire water column providing aeration through surface contact.
CoActive AirStations™ Benefits:
• 5-Year “No Questions” Warranty.
• Self-cleaning membrane diffusers = less maintenance; no
need to remove.
• More energy efficient = lower operating costs
• Self-weighted tubing = easier installation
• Lifetime rust warranty on QuietAir™ Cabinets
Let Even-Spray Help Plan the Right Vertex Aeration System
to Suit Your Needs!
PART

VER-AIR1+XL2

DESCRIPTION

Air 1+ Aerator c/w 115V Quiet Air 1
(Treats up to 2 acre cabinet, 2 CoActive XL2 Air Stations,
9’ – 20’ depth pond) 100’ Bottomline weighted tubing

PRICE

CALL

1 800 665 3836

Vertex Air1+XL2 Pond Aerator System
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